An Anthem Marketing Solution
Our proprietary customer segmentation system – InnerCirclesTM – defines and clusters consumers based on
similarities in behavior-driving characteristics. Developed utilizing a set of descriptive indicators broader than other
high-profile segmentation systems, InnerCircles is comprised of 44 clusters that provide clear differentiation among
consumer types, maximizing the likelihood of similar behaviors among members of each group.

At A Glance
InnerCircles provides marketers
with actionable customer
intelligence to develop smarter,
more effective marketing
initiatives. Use InnerCircles to
segment your existing database
and identify prospects similar to
your most profitable customers.
Generate Improved Response
by “Speaking Their Language”
With a better understanding of
your customers behavioral and
demographic profiles, you’ll be
able to develop meaningfully
targeted offers and messaging
to improve response

Key Benefits
Improve Segmentation Strategies
Target your best customers with
superior differentiation between
segments

Who Is This For?
Whether your data is limited or
extensive, InnerCircles is an
essential tool for your business
if you are looking to:

Manage Marketing Budgets
More efficiently plan your
marketing strategy by knowing who
your customers are, where they
live, what they buy, and why they
buy

• Understand and differentiate
your existing customers
• Identify profitable prospects
• Get on the path to one-to-one
communication

Identify New Customers
Reveal niches of potential customers
in unlikely places, and even discover
that some favorite targets may be
poor prospects

Use InnerCircles alone or as an
add-on to one of our many
products, like Transaction
Insight EngineTM, BuildabaseTM or
Relationship Intensity ProfilerTM.

Cost-Effective Approach
InnerCircles provides the same
valuable insights for a lower price
than other segmentation tools

Customer segmentation can help
marketers in a number of ways:
• Establish targeted marketing
campaigns to maximize your
return on investment
• Market products to unique
segments and develop pricing
strategies appropriate to your
targeted profiles
• Monitor behavioral trends
across diverse categories of
consumers and track profit
potential
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